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Noosa MP Community Survey 2023 Results 
 

This document is a summary of results provided by respondents in our end of year 2023 Noosa MP Survey. Thank you to all 
that took the time to complete this survey, it has been extremely valuable in identifying your greatest local concerns, as 
well your thoughts on issues across Queensland. 

Many of the comments made in the survey have been addressed throughout the year and information is available on  
‘Noosa 360’ (www.sandybolton.com.au/Noosa360) - you can search for updates via topic, or on the Noosa Independent MP 
Facebook page (www.facebook.com/SandyBoltonNoosa) and also through our monthly newsletter updates.  If you didn’t 
already sign up to our newsletter in the survey, please consider doing so via our online confidential sign up system 
(www.sandybolton.com/newsletters) to get the latest news straight into your email inbox! 

Top 3 local-specific State Government issues: 

Survey respondents identified these as the top 3 very important issues for Noosa: 

 
Hospitals &  
Health  
Services 

 
 

Environmental  
Sustainability 

 

 
Noosa River 
Management 
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17.6% raised other issues, 2.9% raised shark nets and the remainder were either providing further commentary to the above issues 
or were not State Government issues and there was no other singular issue that was raised by more than 2% of question respondents. 
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Of the 13.3% that stated other, 2.9% suggested reducing Short Term Accommodation and 2.3% suggested relaxing regulations on 
secondary dwellings and the remainder were providing further commentary to issues already listed with and there was no other 
singular issue that was raised by more than 2% of question respondents. 
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* While 20% indicated speed limits, of these there was not any unified position with 38% wanting decreased speed (primarily on local 
government roads); 15% wanting increased speeds (primarily on local government roads), 12% wanting more policing of speed limits 
and 35% did not provide any further information. 

While 43.7% indicated other, the only State Government Road not already highlighted was 7% indicating Eumundi Noosa Road issues.  
The remainder were primarily providing further commentary to issues already listed or were highlighting roads that are not State 
Government roads (eg 7% indicated Beckmans Road) and/or are roads outside the Noosa State Electorate (eg 3% Bruce Highway and 
2% Cooroy intersections). 
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While 22% indicated other, the majority were providing further comment on priorities listed already, 4% of question respondents 
suggested smaller/electric/shuttle buses and there was no other singular issue that was raised by more than 2% of question 
respondents. 
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While 10.5% of respondents indicated Other, the majority were providing further comment on priorities listed already and there was 
no singular issue that was raised by more than 2% of question respondents. 
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While 31% that indicated speed was an issue predominately requiring a wider area for 6k, lower speeds and/or more policing: 7.2% 
indicated decreasing speed or a 6k speed limit in greater areas; and 6.7% indicated more speed policing was needed and 7.2% 
indicates issues with jetskis. 

While 25% indicated Other, the majority were providing further comment on priorities listed already (particularly speeding), 3% 
indicated increased trailer parking and boat ramp facilities and there was no other singular issue that was raised by more than 2% of 
question respondents. 
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While 20.9% of respondents indicated Other, the majority were providing further comment on priorities listed already and there was 
no singular issue that was raised by more than 2% of question respondents. 
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While 11.5% of respondents indicated Other, the majority were providing further comment on priorities listed already and there was 
no singular issue that was raised by more than 2% of question respondents (1.7% indicated both GP availability and bulk billing). 
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While 11.9% of respondents indicated Other, the majority were providing further comment on priorities listed already and there was 
no singular issue that was raised by more than 2% of question respondents. 
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While 15.6% of respondents indicated Other, the majority were providing further comment on priorities listed already and there was 
no singular issue that was raised by more than 2% of question respondents. 
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While 14.6% of respondents indicated Other, the majority were providing further comment on priorities listed already, 2.7% indicated 
utilising the old TAFE campus and there was no other singular issue that was raised by more than 2% of question respondents. 
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While 20.6% of respondents indicated Other, the majority were providing further comment on priorities listed already, 2.4% indicated 
waste control was a priority and and there was no other singular issue that was raised by more than 2% of question respondents. 
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